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ABSTRACT
Research in the area of adversarial information retrieval has
been facilitated by the availability of the UK-2006/UK-2007
collections, comprising crawl data, link graph, and spam la-
bels. However, research into nullifying the negative e�ect
of spam or excessive search engine optimisation (SEO) on
the ranking of non-spam pages is not well supported by
these resources. Nor is the study of cloaking techniques
or of click spam. Finally, the domain-restricted nature of a
.uk crawl means that only parts of link-farm icebergs may
be visible in these crawls. We introduce the term nulli�-
cation which we de�ne as \preventing problem pages from
negatively a�ecting search results". We show some impor-
tant di�erences between properties of current .uk-restricted
crawls and those previously reported for the Web as a whole.
We identify a need for an adversarial IR collection which is
not domain-restricted and which is supported by a set of
appropriate query sets and (optimistically) user-behaviour
data. The billion-page unrestricted crawl being conducted
by CMU (web09-bst) and which will be used in the 2009
TREC Web Track is assessed as a possible basis for a new
AIR test collection. We discuss the pros and cons of its scale,
and the feasibility of adding resources such as query lists to
enhance the utility of the collection for AIR research.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval|Information �ltering, selection pro-
cess; H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Sys-
tems and Software|Performance evaluation (e�ciency and
e�ectiveness)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rise in popularity of web search engines has caused an

increase in the amount of web spam, aimed at manipulating
rank in search engines. Web spam is a problem because it
degrades ranking quality, and increases index size [19]. Web
spam has received much interest recently, with two web spam
speci�c test collections being created to test spam detection
algorithms [10]. While these collections provide an excellent
framework for testing spam detection algorithms, they do
not provide easy evaluation of nulli�cation algorithms (re-
moving the e�ect of problem content such as web spam and
excessive \search engine optimization" (SEO)).
To motivate the idea of nulli�cation as opposed to re-

moval, and to demonstrate that not all content that compli-
cates ranking is also spam, we present the following example:

An Australian football association published a
website comprising several thousand genuine con-
tent pages. Each page was published using a
template which included logos and links of its
platinum and gold sponsors. Each of the gold
sponsor links included anchor text along the lines
of \National Australia Bank (NAB), proud spon-
sor of the Qantas Socceroos". In this real sce-
nario, there are several thousand links target-
ing nab.com.au and including the word `Qan-
tas' in the anchor text. In response, a moder-
ately sophisticated ranking algorithm may return
nab.com.au (a bank) as a highly ranked answer
to the query `Qantas' (an airline).

This is clearly not an example of spam, since all sites in-
volved are quite reputable and could not be eliminated from
the crawl without harming results for other popular queries.
However, achieving good search results requires the nulli�-
cation of the e�ect of the thousands of template-driven links
and their anchor text. Techniques for nullifying ranking



degradation caused by obvious spam may also be e�ective
against this kind of accidental template link spam, without
the need to remove them from the index.
In addressing problem content on the web, there are four

main problems to consider:

Spam Non-Spam

Removing pages A B
Nulli�cation C D

A narrow view of adversarial information retrieval con-
tains only problems A and C. However, if one is trying to
remove spam and junk from a crawl, issues A+B are similar
problems (eliminating bad pages) for which similar meth-
ods might be appropriate (link graph analysis, text-based
classi�ers etc). Similarly if one is interested in building a
good ranking system then problems C+D share some simi-
larities. These similarities are both in the type of problem
being solved (ranking) and the kinds of solutions built (such
as treating anchors di�erently, weighting link graphs etc).
As we see it, nulli�cation of problem content is an essential

component of successful ranking algorithms for the web. The
goal of nulli�cation is to optimise the quality of result sets
presented to users, regardless of problem content present in
the document collection.

2. RANKING AND WEB SPAM
While many readers will be familiar with web relevance

ranking and the topic of web spam, we present a brief primer
in the interest of completeness of argument.

2.1 Components of target algorithms
In order to investigate web spam, it is important to un-

derstand the components of ranking algorithms targeted.
Partly because of malicious manipulation, commercial web
search engines do not expose their ranking algorithms [5].
Web page ranking schemes almost invariably combine static
ranking functions (query independent scores) and dynamic
ranking functions (query dependent scores). Sorting docu-
ments by descending static score can allow early termination
of query evaluation [23, 6], hence static scores are particu-
larly important.
Link based schemes such as PageRank [25] are often con-

sidered the best way to achieve a good static ranking. How-
ever, combining other features such as user visit data, pure
page content features, and general graph features (in-link
count etc) can produce more e�ective results than PageRank
alone [26]. In the following list, we briey outline common
features used in web search ranking.

� Content matching { matching a query to the content
of a document. Examples include vector space, prob-
abilistic and language models (See [3]). These ap-
proaches can be used to assign a score to a document
reecting the degree of relationship between the docu-
ment's text and the query.

� Anchor text { Anchor text, meta-data, and other ex-
ternal textual annotations can also be scored for degree
of match with the query [12, 27]. Unlike document
content scores, scores derived from externally applied
annotations reect popularity and can be the subject

of external spam, such as the once-popular \Google-
bombing"1.

� User behaviour { Web search engines accumulate vast
quantities of search log data, recording sequences of
query submissions and the URLs that were clicked on
among the results presented. Click data can be used
to build up a query-independent popularity pro�le for
URLs in the collection [13]. Alternatively, queries re-
sulting in clicks on a particular document may be asso-
ciated with that document as a form of query-dependent
evidence [31, 18]. Search engines with access to data
from browser search toolbars may possess additional
user interaction data, such as dwell times, printing ac-
tions etc., which can be used as a component of static
scores.

� Link graph { PageRank [25], global HITS [8], and
OPIC [1] are commonly used as static score compo-
nents.

� Other features { Machine-learned functions such as
those used by current major search engines may take
into account hundreds of query-independent features
such as URL length and structure, URL type, word
density (homepage, privacy policy page etc.) and lan-
guage [26].

� Regionalised features { Search indexes exposed to a
particular region, e.g. Canada, may use feature vectors
targeted at the particular region, in order to improve
the quality of rankings for searchers in that region. For
example, the query 'bank' submitted to Yahoo! UK is
likely to return results for Barclays and RBS ahead of
banks in other countries.

2.2 Web spam
In general, spamming may target any or all of the compo-

nents of ranking algorithms. In this section, we briey re-
view the main categories of web spam techniques. An ideal
collection for investigating web spam would contain exam-
ples of each type of technique. Gy�ongyi and Garcia-Molina
present three main types of web spam technique: link spam,
content spam and hiding techniques [15]. We briey describe
each here. For a more detailed review, see their comprehen-
sive paper.

� Link spam includes the practice of adding links to
manipulate link based ranking schemes such as PageR-
ank [25] or HITS [21]. Often link spam is organised into
groups of heavily interconnected pages referred to as
link farms. Link spam also includes manipulating an-
chor text, such as the misleading anchor text involved
in \Google-bombing".

� Content spam is altering the content of a document
to include content aimed purely at the search engine.
This includes techniques such as keyword stu�ng and
cloning good content from other areas of the web (such
as wikipeida).

1e.g. By creating a large number of links, with appropriate
anchor text, to a recent U.S. president's biography page, it
was made to rank highly in response to the query, 'miserable
failure'.



� Hiding techniques are designed to hide link and con-
tent spam from general web users. It can be as simple
as white text on a white background, or more complex
cloaking (serving di�erent pages to search crawlers and
users).

More recently, automated query tra�c has also been seen.
Buehrer et al. report that some of this seems aimed at en-
gines who use click data as input to ranking, by repeatedly
�nding a speci�c target page in the search results and auto-
matically \clicking" on it [7].
It is also worth mentioning search engine optimisation.

SEO includes streamlining pages for search engines, such
as ensuring anchor text and titles on pages are descriptive,
and is generally encouraged by commercial search engines
and appreciated by searchers. However, when optimisation
becomes excessive it can impact content quality and user
experience, becoming web spam.
Drawing the line between simple optimisation and web

spam is di�cult [10, 30], and there are several di�erent def-
initions of the distinction [15, 14]. However, this line is
clearer at extreme ends of the spectrum. Consider a site
owner wanting to sell music who posts links to his site on
music related forums, versus the same site owner creating
hundreds of otherwise meaningless pages purely to point to
his site. The �rst example may or may not be spam depend-
ing on a number of factors related to the forum communities
and the relevance of his posts, whereas the second example
is clearly spam. This di�culty of classifying optimisation
versus spam was reected in the labelling process for the
UK-2006 collection. Disagreement among judges was high
where at least one judge had classi�ed a site as borderline
(de�ned as heavily search optimised, but some useful con-
tent), whereas there was little disagreement where no bor-
derline judgement had been made (all judges agreed a site
was spam or non-spam) [10].

2.3 Detection and nullification
The majority of web spam literature to date has focused

on the detection of web spam. However, some authors also
discuss how to nullify the e�ect of detected spam, some-
times with a new ranking function [16, 22], or sometimes
by adjusting the link graph around detected spam [30]. Be-
cause detection and handling need not be done in the same
step, we make a distinction between detection (�nding web
spam pages) and nulli�cation which we de�ne as \prevent-
ing problem pages from negatively a�ecting search engine
results".
It may seem intuitive that the most e�ective nulli�cation

is simply the removal of detected web spam, either from re-
sult pages or from the index. While simply �ltering spam
pages out of result lists can improve result quality [20], this
simple approach does not remove all e�ects of spam. For ex-
ample, link farms often target an otherwise non-spam page
[15] which would not be demoted by this approach. Alter-
natively, removing all spam pages from the index would not
correctly nullify spam links on otherwise good pages such as
blogs [24], and may incorrectly punish sites that allow user
submitted content such as forums and wikis.

3. EVALUATING SPAM NULLIFICATION
Here we review some of the ways spam nulli�cation has

been evaluated in the literature.

Wu and Davison present a graph based two stage spam
detection algorithm, followed by a graph based nulli�cation
algorithm that produces a new ranking [30]. They note
that as their algorithm does not consider page content, to-
tal removal of the detected pages is inappropriate. Their
approach to nulli�cation is to remove links between nodes la-
belled as spam. They then weight links on the cleaned graph
to prevent mutual reinforcement, using a method proposed
by Bharat and Henzinger [4]. Then, pages are ranked by
the sum of weighted incoming links on the cleaned weighted
web graph.
For evaluation, they use popular queries published by

commercial search engines and also queries used by previ-
ous researchers. They select 20 of these queries and pool
the top ten results from their approach, Kleinberg's HITS
[21] and Bharat and Henzinger's BHITS [4]. For each query
and pool, users were asked to rate documents on a �ve point
relevance scale.
They also evaluate the e�ect of their graph modi�cation

on global static rank, using PageRank as an example. They
use a 20M page collection and spam site blacklist obtained
from a Swiss search engine. They then examine PageRank
distribution of blacklisted sites before and after the nulli�-
cation.
Gy�ongyi et al. propose a version of personalised PageR-

ank named TrustRank [16]. It replaces PageRank's uni-
form teleportation vector with one that links only to known
good pages. In addition to evaluation by examining the
distribution of known bad sites as ranked by PageRank and
TrustRank, they report precision and recall values for known
good documents after selecting n documents ranked by de-
creasing TrustRank scores.
Krishnan and Raj propose Anti-TrustRank, an inverted

version of TrustRank that starts with a set of known bad
pages, and propagates bad scores backwards along links in-
stead of good scores forwards [22]. They report precision and
recall of labelled spam pages for various ranks of Anti-Trust,
but do not examine whether pages with low Anti-TrustRank
scores are good.
Andersen et al. use insights from spam detection work to

propose a spam resistant variation of PageRank called Ro-
bust PageRank [2]. They �nd the percentage of PageRank
contribution to be a good feature for spam detection, so they
modify PageRank to prevent incoming links from contribut-
ing above a certain threshold of PageRank to a target node.
In this way, the spam detection phase is skipped, and spam
nulli�cation is performed immediately. They note that the
ratio of Robust PageRank to pure PageRank is a good fea-
ture for spam detection. They evaluate their nulli�cation in
a similar manner to Wu and Davison, by examining the dis-
tribution of labelled nodes when ranked by PageRank and
when ranked by Robust PageRank.
In a preliminary study [20], we built a two panel user ex-

periment in which live queries were evaluated by real users,
following the methodology of [29]. The interface allowed
users to submit queries against the UK-2006 collection. For
each query, users were presented with two panels, one pure
results from the collection, and one with labelled spam �l-
tered out at presentation time. We found a signi�cant pref-
erence for the �ltered result set, but did not continue with
further experiments because many queries that users sub-
mitted appeared unanswerable within a domain limited web
collection. Even UK speci�c queries had few answers in the



collection (example \Jazz clubs in London"). This is likely
to be because of the low number of hosts present in the
UK-2006 collection.

3.1 Discussion of evaluation
Evaluating whether spam pages have been demoted to

lower global ranks can be done with a spam labelled collec-
tion, using the popular method of examining distribution of
spam pages before and after nulli�cation. However, simply
checking whether spam pages have lower global rank does
not give information about the ultimate e�ect on live web
search.
It is not clear that spam pages and relevant pages are at

opposite ends of the relevance spectrum. In fact, some spam
pages are created with relevant queries in mind. Therefore
it is important to check that a spam nulli�cation algorithm
does not accidentally demote relevant pages. Additional
evaluation could be performed using relevance labels paired
with queries. If complete judgements are available, stan-
dard IR metrics such as MAP and NDCG can be used for
evaluating relevance. These metrics can also be inverted
to evaluate spam demotion (using the spam labels). In the
case of large partially-labeled collections, metrics that are
robust to incomplete judgements, such as infAP [32], would
be more appropriate. The question of whether spam and
irrelevant pages are identical is an interesting question for
future research.
To make evaluation more convincing, user evaluation can

be used alongside automatic evaluation. Both Wu and Davi-
son's query pooling method [30] and our live search method
[20] are appropriate. We would advise against our method
building a live search index of a collection, in part because
it is di�cult to ensure that users' queries are answerable in
the collection, but also because of the engineering di�culties
in building a high quality index that responds in a reason-
able time. The pooling approach has the advantage that
searches do not need to be computed in real time. However,
the pooling method does require the selection of queries for
testing.

3.2 Properties of ideal collections
An ideal collection for examining web spam would have as

much of the information available to spammers and commer-
cial search engines as possible. This includes page content,
the link graph, and some associated query and click data.
An ideal collection for detecting web spam would also have

labelled spam and non spam pages.
In addition, an ideal collection for evaluating web spam

nulli�cation would also have some sample queries known to
be a�ected by spam when state of the art ranking func-
tions are used, and also some relevance judgements for those
queries.

4. AVAILABLE WEB SPAM COLLECTIONS
There are two collections speci�cally tailored for testing

web spam detection. They are the UK-2006 and UK-2007
collections, the most recent of which is used in theWeb Spam
Challenge track at the AIRWeb workshop. We describe their
properties in this section.

4.1 UK-2006
The UK-2006 collection [10] contains roughly 80 million

pages from roughly 11,000 hosts. The collection was cre-

ated using a breadth-�rst crawl across hosts, with depth-�rst
traversal within hosts. The crawl was restricted to links ex-
clusively within the .uk domain, a crawl depth of 8 levels
and no more than 50,000 pages from each host. The seed
set was obtained from the Open Directory Project2.
2,725 of the hosts in the collection have labels provided by

33 human judges. Each label is from the set f\normal", \bor-
derline", \spam", \can not classify"g, using the guidelines3

provided. Two automatic judges also contributed to the
labelling. One marks controlled domains (such as gov.uk)
as good, and the other marks pages in the Open Directory
Project as good. These combine to give a total of 10,662
judgements, covering most of the hosts in the collection.
However, most of these judgements have been provided au-
tomatically.
The availability of labels make it easy to evaluate web

spam detection using the UK-2006 collection. However, it
does not have any sample queries or relevance judgements.
This makes it di�cult to evaluate web spam nulli�cation. It
also does not have any associated click data. Furthermore,
while the number of pages is quite high, the number of hosts
is surprisingly low { only a tenth of the number of hosts in
UK-2007. We assume that there must have been a technical
or network problem during the UK-2006 crawl.

4.2 UK-2007
To address the issue of the low number of hosts in the

UK-2006 collection, a similar collection was distributed with
more hosts. The UK-2007 collection contains 105.8 million
pages from roughly 115,000 hosts. Like the UK-2006 col-
lection, some of the hosts also have human provided labels,
using the same guidelines. There are 6,479 judgements in to-
tal, with 344 spam judgements, and 5,709 non spam judge-
ments. There were no automated judges. Although there
are far more human provided judgements in this collection,
there are also far more hosts. Consequently only around 6%
of the hosts have labels.
Similarly to UK-2006, the UK-2007 collection does not

have click data, nor does it have sample queries or judge-
ments for evaluation of spam nulli�cation.

5. INVESTIGATING UK-2007
Since UK-2007 is the collection used in the current Web

Spam Challenge, we use it in our investigation into the suit-
ability of a domain restricted crawl for experiments in ad-
versarial information retrieval.

5.1 Companion sites
Imposing a domain restriction on a crawl inevitably breaks

up clusters of web domains operated by the same organisa-
tion or a�liated in some other way. To gauge the prevalence
of this, we analysed the outgoing links from the UK-2007 col-
lection and found more than 68,000 domains within .co.uk
which were also represented in links to non-.uk domains. For
example:

1click-insurance.co.uk -> 1click-insurance.com
1click2keys.co.uk -> 1click2keys.com
1click2keys-overseas.co.uk -> 1click2keys-overseas.com

2http://www.dmoz.org/
3http://www.yr-bcn.es/webspam/datasets/
uk2006-info/



1click2keysoverseas.co.uk -> 1click2keysoverseas.com
...
3com.co.uk -> 3com.ch,3com.com,3com.cz,3com.de,

3com.fr, 3com.nl,3com.se
...
abbott.co.uk -> abbott.com,abbott.de,abbott.dk,

abbott.es, abbott.gr,abbott.ie,abbott.it,
abbott.no

In our analysis, we used a library of structural heuristics
to treat all the subdomains of a domain controlled by a single
entity as a single domain (SECD, Single-Entity-Controlled-
Domain). For example, news.bbc.co.uk and www.bbc.co.
uk were considered sub-domains of bbc.co.uk while www.
layerone.com was considered a sub-domain of layerone.
com
The total number of non-.uk SECDs referenced in outgo-

ing links (but not represented in the collection) was approx-
imately 2.4 million.
We also observed very high link counts from some .uk

domains to external domains not present in the collection.
For example, we found at least 100,000 links from the left
hand side of the following SECD pairs, to the right. In the
domain-restricted collection, we obviously cannot see any
links in the reverse direction.

layeroneuk.co.uk --> layeroneuk.com
lisburnontheweb.co.uk --> godaddy.com
theriddler.co.uk --> godaddy.com
homesandproperty.co.uk --> intelli-direct.com
iknow-cornwall.co.uk --> iknow-uk.com
iknow-yorkshire.co.uk --> iknow-uk.com
iknow-northwest.co.uk --> iknow-uk.com
iknow-lakedistrict.co.uk --> iknow-uk.com
bnn-online.co.uk --> uknws.com
...

The high number of hosts within the collection linking
heavily to similarly named hosts outside the collection sug-
gest that a domain restricted collection contains a very high
number of partial sites, logically connected groups of pages
for which only some of the pages are present in the collec-
tion. It is likely that a non-domain restricted crawl would
not have this problem.

5.2 Answering popular queries
It is important that spam nulli�cation is evaluated using

queries targeted by spammers. We know these include pop-
ular queries [11]. If using the UK-2007 collection, it would
make sense to use UK speci�c queries. In our earlier exper-
iments, we anecdotally found many UK speci�c, user sub-
mitted queries unanswerable in the collection.
To evaluate whether UK speci�c popular queries are an-

swerable using the UK-2007 collection, we obtained the top
ten most popular queries for the UK from Google's 2008
Year End Zeitgeist4. We chose the 2008 list as it was UK spe-
ci�c; the 2007 list contained only globally popular queries.
We then submitted each query to two well known UK

search engines, and obtained the top ten results from each,
totalling 200 results. Table 1 shows the number of these
results from hosts ending in .uk, and the number of the

4http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/
zeitgeist2008/#top

.uk results that are also present in the UK-2007 collection.
Only 55 results (27.5%) were from hosts in .uk, and only 34
results (17%) were present in the UK-2007 collection. From
this low number, and assuming commercial search returns
good answers, it is likely that few good answers for popular
UK speci�c queries are present in the UK-2007 collection.

google.co.uk uk.yahoo.com
Query in .uk in UK-2007 in .uk in UK-2007

facebook 0 0 0 0
bbc 6 5 8 5

youtube 0 0 0 0
ebay 6 2 5 2

games 0 0 2 1
news 8 7 6 5

hotmail 0 0 1 0
bebo 0 0 1 0
yahoo 0 0 0 0
jobs 7 4 5 3

Table 1: Number of results from .uk domains and

Number of results present in the UK-2007 collec-

tion, for the �rst ten results from each popular query

If using user judgements over a country-code domain lim-
ited collection, the ideal test users would be located within
the country. Since the most popular queries within the UK
appear to be looking for pages outside of the .uk domain, it
would be more appropriate to use a whole of web test col-
lection, even if using only UK based users. As it is di�cult
for researchers outside the UK to recruit users from the UK,
and as a whole of web test collection would suit live users
anywhere in the world, a non domain restricted crawl would
be generally more appropriate for evaluation involving pop-
ular queries.

6. POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE COLLECTIONS
A number of web test collections have previously been

created for research purposes and could potentially be can-
didates for use in adversarial IR research. Unfortunately,
.GOV and .GOV2 collections most recently used in the TREC5

Web Track [17] are not only restricted to a single domain
(.gov), but to a domain which should be free of spam.
Earlier, the TRECWeb Track used an 18.5 million general

crawl carried out by the Internet Archive, known as VLC2,
and small subsets known as WT10g and WT2g. Contem-
poraneous query logs from Excite and other search engines
are available for these collections, but regrettably, the crawl
is so old (1997) that the spam it contains cannot reect
present spam techniques. In 1997, PageRank and other link
importance measures were not in use by search engines and
therefore they were not targeted.

6.1 Extending the UK collections
It may be possible to extend the UK collections by crawl-

ing the rest of the partial sites present in the collection,
and �nding queries and relevance judgements that are both
popular and contain answers in the extended collection. Un-
fortunately, this kind of extension would be di�cult nearly
two years after the most recent crawl, as the availability of
many sites is likely to have changed.
5trec.nist.gov



6.2 Stanford WebBase
The Stanford WebBase Project6 makes available many

web crawls, some topic or domain focused and others un-
restricted crawls of the general web.
General web crawls conducted monthly in 2008/2009 range

from 61 million to 81 million pages. The most recent in-
cludes approximately 36,000 hosts. Each crawl is generated
from the same site list, with no spam rejection. Full page
content is available, with processed link information avail-
able on request.
Repeating the experiment in Section 5.2, 71 URLs (35%)

are present in the most recent web crawl. This is consid-
erably more than the 17% of the UK-2007 collection, even
though the collection contains only a third of the number
of hosts in the .uk collection. However, since the site list is
constant each crawl, and spam sites are often short lived, the
WebBase collections may not contain much spam. A cursory
examination of the host lists for the two most recent crawls
suggests this is the case.

6.3 Billion Page Crawl – web09-bst
Callan et al. [9] are currently producing a very large col-

lection crawled in OPIC [1] order. To quote the web page,
it is:

A 25 terabyte dataset of about 1 billion web
pages crawled in November, 2008. The crawl or-
der was best-�rst search, using the OPIC met-
ric. The crawl was started from about 25 mil-
lion URLs that either i) had high OPIC values
in a web graph produced from an earlier 200 mil-
lion page crawl, or ii) were ranked highly by a
commercial search engine for one of 16,000 sam-
ple queries in one of 10 languages. This dataset
covers web content in English, Chinese, Spanish,
Japanese, French, German, Arabic, Portuguese,
Korean, and Italian.

The web09-bst collection deliberately contains multi-lingual
content. This may make it interesting for spam research, as
it is likely that web spam varies across languages and re-
gions. For example, in China, cheaper domain name prices
and relevance ranking methods di�erent to those used for
English text mean that the spam landscape is likely to be
quite di�erent. Spammers may also attempt to hide link
farms by using language other than that of the target page,
making human assisted detection by the search engine di�-
cult.
The web09-bst crawl was not available at the time of writ-

ing, so we were unable to examine the possibility of answer-
ing popular queries using it, nor were we able to count the
number of hosts present in the collection.
We summarise the collections we have discussed in Table

6.3.

6.4 Obtaining queries for evaluation
Research oriented toward measuring the adverse e�ect of

spam and excessive SEO on search engine users cannot be
conducted in the absence of sets of realistic queries and cor-
responding judgments. When selecting queries for evalua-
tion of spam nulli�cation, it is important to select queries
of high interest to spammers. Chellapilla and Chickering

6diglib.stanford.edu:8091/~testbed/doc2/WebBase/

Num Num Spam
Collection pages hosts labels? Queries?

UK-2006 77M 11,000 Yes No

UK-2007 105M 110,000 Yes No

web09-bst 1B Unknown No See Section 6.4

WebBase 04/06 92M 48,714 No AOL

WebBase 01/09 75M 36,000 No No

Table 2: Comparison of the suitability of various

web collections for evaluation of spam nulli�cation

[11] found the number of cloaked pages present in search
results was higher when search queries were highly popu-
lar or monetisable (highly pro�table advertisment terms).
Since cloaking usually hides other spam techniques, it fol-
lows that popular and/or monetisable queries are common
targets for spammers. It is important to note that by their
very nature, popular queries are likely to have many high
quality answers on the web. Because of this, it may be eas-
ier to �ght spam that targets popular queries. However,
the known higher proportion of spam pages targetting these
queries means they are important for spam research.
Privacy concerns make search engine companies very re-

luctant to distribute query logs. Even though AOL removed
IP addresses from the logs it distributed for research pur-
poses in 2006, it soon became apparent that individuals were
identi�able from sequences of queries they submitted [28].
The AOL query log consists of

These records contain about 20M distinct queries
submitted from about 650k users over three months
(from March to May 2006). Each record is in the
same format: AnonID, Query, QueryTime, Item-
Rank, ClickURL7

The AOL log is still accessible and could be used in con-
junction with a contemporaneous non-domain-restricted crawl,
such as the 92 million page crawl conducted by the Stanford
WebBase in April 2006. However, some researchers are re-
luctant to work with this set of queries.
Commercial search engines do o�er some query summary

information, through services such as Google Year End Zeit-
geist and Yahoo! Buzz8. Unfortunately these lists are very
small, and tend to drop persistently popular terms in favour
of more `interesting' mover and shaker queries. These fea-
tures mean they are not an ideal source for queries.
The new TREC Web Track plans to use the web09-bst

crawl (see above) and also hopes to release Live.com query
data in the form of the following histograms:

fquery,countg Raw query freq.

fquery,url,countg Freq. of click on URL after query

fquery,query2,countg Freq. of query pair in 10 min window

This proposed distribution avoids privacy concerns by dis-
carding all session information and all data where frequen-
cies are lower than a threshold. The data would be compat-
ible with either web09-bst.v1 or a recent WebBase general
crawl.
7Quoted from tangra.si.umich.edu/clair/clair/qla.
html.
8buzz.yahoo.com/



6.5 Using large collections
Web collections comprising around 100 million pages or

more pose major computational challenges to researchers
with limited resources. We ourselves managed to index
the UK-2006 and UK-2007 collections with around $US1.5k
of hardware, and have achieved reasonable response times.
However, a lot of engineering and indexing time was re-
quired. The task of re-indexing the collection in static-score
order to produce better quality rankings is still before us.
Scaling by a further factor of ten to the scale of web09-bst

will push the engineering required to a level beyond many
researchers. To ameliorate the scale di�culties of the web09-
bst collection, the web track organisers have indicated that
a number of smaller derived �les will be available. These
may include ranked top 10,000 results for the test queries,
which with the addition of other derived data (such as an-
chor text and link information) could be used to evaluate
spam nulli�cation without indexing the entire collection.
Alternatively, shared access to the collection and perhaps

to pre-built indexes and data structures may be provided
on large-scale computing infrastructure such as the Infor-
mation Retrieval Facility9, the Yahoo! M45 cluster10 and
the NSF/Google/IBM CluE program11. However, many re-
searchers are likely to prefer to work on their own infras-
tructure.
In favour of a smaller collection:

� feasibility of complete spam labelling,

� fewer engineering di�culties for researchers in index-
ing, query processing, link graph calculations, and an-
chor text handling.

In favour of the largest available collection:

� link spam e�ects are likely to become much more vis-
ible in a crawl ten times as large, particularly with a
best-�rst crawl.

� the billion page index may be big enough to contain
most of the best answers to queries likely to be sub-
mitted in the course of user experiments.

� even given the latter point, a billion page crawl only
represents a few percent of the crawls on which Google,
Yahoo! and Live indexes are based.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The UK-2006 and UK-2007 collections provide excellent

frameworks for the evaluation of web spam detection. How-
ever, they do not well support the important task of evalu-
ating web spam nulli�cation.
We argue that a whole-of-web collection is more appropri-

ate for evaluating spam nulli�cation, and that such a collec-
tion needs to include a list of popular queries and relevance
judgements for evaluation of spam nulli�cation. For evalua-
tion, we recommend the use one of or more of the techniques
described in Section 3.1
We recommend the use of web09-bst, because its scale

means that it is likely to contain much spam, and also more
good answers for popular queries than existing collections.

9ir-facility.org
10research.yahoo.com/node/1884
11www.nsf.gov/pubs/2008/nsf08560/nsf08560.htm

This will be easy to check using the method described in
Section 5.2. For researchers unable or unwilling to index
such a large collection, we recommend using a smaller subset
of the web09-bst collection.
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